WorldShare License Manager release notes, April 2022

Release Date: April 9, 2022

Introduction

This release of WorldShare License Manager provides improvements and bug fixes. These improvements are the direct result of your feedback.

Improvements

View List of Harvest Details When Rerunning All Active Harvests

When you go to Harvest History – Harvest Actions – Rerun All Active Harvests - You can now review more details before rerunning the harvests.

Click the new link for “Active vendor harvests” to see your recurring SUSHI harvests. View and sort by vendor or COUNTER type, and review the reports included in the harvest configuration. If harvest settings need to be adjusted, go into Harvest Setup to reconfigure the details.
Click the new link for “Active Aggregator Harvests” to see your recurring aggregator harvests. Review the reports configured for your aggregator. If you are using a subset of aggregator vendors (rather than “All” vendors) you can review the vendor subset you have selected. If aggregator harvest settings need to be adjusted go into Harvest Setup to reconfigure the details.
Bug fixes

One-time aggregator harvests set to one month with "All" vendors sometimes did not conduct a harvest. This has been fixed

Important links

Post release sessions

To help you become familiar with the new features, enhancements and improvements included in this release, there is one update session scheduled. Please note the session time zones when registering. The session will be recorded and archived for future viewing on the OCLC Community Center. Please register, even if you are unable to attend, to receive a link to the recorded session.

WorldShare Management Services release update session

Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2022, 1:00pm Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GTM-6:00)


Support website(s)

Support information for this product and related products can be found at:

- WorldShare License Manager
- Contact OCLC Support
- OCLC Community Center
- Browser compatibility chart